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Going small
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IHOP’s newest marketing venture is thinking small this time, as the company 
plans to drop a tiny home version of their restaurant right in Los Angeles for a 
four-day pop-up. The limited-time run is open to the company’s MyHOP email 
club members starting October 24, though the meals themselves won’t take 
place until December at an undisclosed location. The ‘restaurant’ itself 
measures a scant 170 square feet but should seat six (and includes a working 
kitchen and pancake griddle), and yes it’s all being done in partnership with the 
popular A&E show Tiny House Nation. Want in? Better sign up to be on the 
email list before October 20 to get a shot.

A fresh face

The former B.S. Taqueria space is being turned into a Gyu-Kaku. The chain 
Japanese BBQ company is flipping the address now, and says that an opening 
is coming soon.

Bake sale season

Upcoming Silver Lake restaurant All Day Baby is hosting a get-to-know-you 
bake sale this Sunday on Sunset Boulevard. Expect croissants, coconut cake, 
sandwiches, and a whole lot more.
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What a diner

Elton John enjoyed a night out in West Hollywood recently, says UK outlet 
Metro. The ultra-famous singer tried to sneak out the back door after an evening 
spent at Craig’s, but apparently it didn’t work because he was spotted shying 
away from the cameras in the passenger seat of a car.

Art and food

A new arts initiative around Los Angeles is exploring the intersection of 
humanity, culture, and food. There are a ton of different events and ways to 
interact with the Current:LA Food program, including Enchanted Servers, which 
bills itself as “a series of multidimensional events and art installations that 
metaphorically set the table to celebrate and reflect on the many ways food is 
served.” That one’s going down in Leimert Park for a few upcoming weekends, 
and yes there will be food trucks involved.

Join the party

A South LA vegan food and wellness experience is happening on Saturday. It’s 
called Süprfest, and it lands at 4395 Leimert Blvd. in conjunction with 
SÜPRMARKT. The whole thing goes down the same day as Taste of Soul, 
which means an increased likelihood of foot traffic and lots of vegan food.

Another name in the mix

Journeyman chef Jason Fullilove, currently the executive chef at the Magic 
Castle, has signed on to consult with Koreatown clubby spot Mama Lion on a 
new menu. Dishes range from truffled grilled cheese and salads to late night 
pork belly tacos. The menus are below.
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